ASG ENTERTAINMENT ANNOUNCES INTENT TO MERGE WITH PUBLIC COMPANY
__________________________________________________________________
November 27, 2017: ASG ENTERTAINMENT (ASGE), a Corporate Management and Consulting
firm committed to the support of clients in the Entertainment Industry announced today that
it intends to merge with a publicly traded company. When the anticipated transaction is
completed ASGE will be the surviving company with majority control and its present
management along with a few additional members will be responsible for the operations.
Robert Maerz ASG Chairman and CEO stated; “We are very excited for this opportunity which
was brought to our attention by several of our business colleagues and advisors.” We have
been considering transitioning into a public company for some time however, the timing and
the opportunities that we had considered or that were presented to us just didn’t work for
different reasons.” “With ASGE on track for growth with some of our film and television
projects now entering the stream of commerce, along with several very exciting and growing
media companies aligning with us for co-venturing and management, we are positioned for
growth, 2018 and beyond and will be at the forefront for the creation and exploitation of new
media content formats and digital marketing platforms.” Maerz added that, “Being
introduced by our colleagues who had a familiarity with the company from inception with the
initial filing of the S-1 registration, gave us a much higher level of comfort. The company also
has a history in the media industry, which again provided an added benefit.” With the listing
ASGE, can create a more appealing opportunity for new Investors.”
We would like to thank all our management, advisors, partners, Board members and
Shareholders for their ongoing patience and support over the last number of years. We are
thankful and confident for the future and are hopeful for a successful offering and listing.
As it is now Christmas season I want to remind you that our film “BorderCross” will be
entering the marketplace in December. DVD’s make great stocking stuffers. Please visit your
closest Walmart stores and purchase a few copies for your friends and family.
Merry Christmas
Happy Hanukkah
Feliz Navidad
Respectfully and Sincerely,
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